YOUR ONE SOLUTION FOR

BARS & RESTAURANTS
BROADCAST RADIO
BROADCAST TV
CASINOS
CINEMAS
CONVENTION CENTERS
CORPORATE
CRUISE SHIPS
eSPORTS
GOVERNMENT
HEALTHCARE
HIGHER EDUCATION
HOTELS
HOUSES OF WORSHIP
K-12/PRIMARY EDUCATION
KARAOKE
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
MUSEUMS
NIGHTLIFE
PERFORMING ARTS
PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS
RECORDING
RETAIL DESTINATIONS
STADIUMS & ARENAS
THEMED ATTRACTIONS
TRANSPORTATION
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Auralex DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

crown POWER AMPLIFIERS

dbx LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

Lexicon AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Soundcraft MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

Studer MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
HARMAN K12 and primary school technology solutions elevate campus learning spaces of all levels and applications. Whether it’s bringing standard and flipped classrooms to life, transforming auditoriums into world class performance centers or ensuring the right audio, video, lighting and control products are available to serve any campus need, HARMAN technology is designed to inspire the next generation.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN K12 AND PRIMARY EDUCATION SPACES

Classroom Automation
Collaboration and Distance Learning
Video Signal Distribution

Audio Processing and Distribution
Loudspeakers and Sound Management
Architectural and Performance Lighting

FLIPPED CLASSROOM
CLASSROOM
GYMNASIUM
INSPIRING THE NEXT GENERATION

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio, video, lighting, and control manufacturer. We are shaping the transformation of K12 and primary education through bold innovations that enable teachers to engage with students using simple-to-manage technology integrated into efficient, connected learning environments.

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
Empower the Campus
Administrators have an array of choices to fit their needs and budget from the best brands in audio, video, lighting and control, including the ability to stream distributed audio and video right from the Administration Office throughout the entire campus.

CLASSROOM
Connecting Teacher and Students
HARMAN technology supports interactive learning in the classroom with strategically placed classroom loudspeakers, simplified environmental, volume and lighting controls and direct access to distributed audio and video from the administrative office.
FLIPPED CLASSROOM
Engage Learners In-Room and Beyond
Reach beyond the local class to collaborate with students anywhere in the world with HARMAN flipped classroom technology featuring affordable, no maintenance, no hassle, web conferencing and classroom collaboration.

GYMNASIUM
Where the Action Happens
HARMAN audio, video and lighting solutions bring out the best for any performance. Whether it’s sports or music, HARMAN ensures the action looks and sounds its best, providing spectators with an experience they’ll never forget.

CAFETERIA / MULTIPURPOSE ROOM
Flexible Space to Maximize Budget
Multi-use event spaces are crucial to support the needs of the student body with minimal budget. The right mix of audiovisual components, lighting and control solutions facilitate highly effective and impactful use of these spaces and can be easily configured to accommodate for divisible walls and moveable furniture.

AUDITORIUM
Present – Collaborate – Share
These large-scale teaching spaces are built to serve high-capacity classes with department-specific needs. HARMAN technology allows instructors to teach using content from room PCs, document cameras, and mobile devices to a variety of displays, sound systems and video systems.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.